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ABSTRACT

At the heart of software evolution is a sequence of edit actions, called an edit script, made to a source code file. Since software systems are stored version by version, the edit script has to be computed from these versions, which is known as a complex task. Existing approaches usually compute edit scripts at the text granularity with only add line and delete line actions. However, inferring syntactic changes from such an edit script is hard. Since moving code is a frequent action performed when editing code and it should also be taken into account. In this paper, we tackle these issues by introducing an algorithm computing edit scripts at the abstract syntax tree granularity including move actions. Our objective is to compute edit scripts that are short and close to the original developer intent. Our algorithm is implemented in a freely-available and extensible tool that has been intensively validated.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: D.2.3 [Software Engineering]: Coding Tools and Techniques

General Terms: Algorithms, Experimentation

Keywords: Software evolution, Program comprehension, Tree differencing, AST.

1. INTRODUCTION

The first law of software evolution states that almost all software systems have to evolve to be satisfactory [19]. Since this law was formulated, many studies have been performed to better understand how software systems evolve, and forms what is called the software evolution research field [21].

There is global software evolution (e.g., evolution of requirements, of execution environments, ...) and local software evolution (evolution of source code files). In this paper, we focus on the latter, that is on understanding how source code files evolve. In particular, we focus on edit scripts, that are sequences of edit actions made to a source code file. Usually, since software is stored in version control systems, edit scripts are computed between two versions of a same file. The goal of an edit script is to accurately reflect the actual change that has been performed on a file.

Edit scripts are used by developers on a daily basis. For example, the Unix diff tool takes as input two versions of a source code file and performs the Myers algorithm [24] at the text line granularity and returns an edit script indicating which lines have been added or deleted. However, the limitations of diff are twofold. First, it only computes additions and deletions and does not consider other kinds of edit actions such as update and move. Second, it works at a granularity (the text line) that is both coarse grain and not aligned with the source code structure: the abstract syntax tree.

To overcome this main limitation, there are algorithms that can work at the abstract syntax tree (AST) level [13]. The main advantage in using the AST granularity is that the edit script directly refers to the structure of the code. For instance, if an edit action is the addition of a new function node, it clearly means that a new function has been added in the code. Despite several key contributions (e.g., [13]), the problem of computing AST edit scripts is still open, with two main challenges: handling move actions, and scaling to fine-grained ASTs with thousands of nodes. This is where this paper makes a contribution.

To design our novel algorithm, we take the viewpoint of the developer: she is never interested in the theoretical shortest edit script. She is rather interested in having an edit script that reflects well the actual changes that happened. Thus our objective is not to find the shortest sequence of actions between two versions, but a sequence that reflects well the developer intent. Consequently, we devise an algorithm based on heuristics that contain pragmatic rules on what a good edit script is, and as importantly, that is efficient and scales to large ASTs. This algorithm has been implemented within a freely-available and extensible tool.

To sum up, our contributions are:

- a novel efficient AST differencing algorithm that takes into account move actions, and its implementation;

1The best known algorithm with add, delete and update actions has a $O(n^3)$ time complexity with $n$ being the number of nodes of the AST [27]. Computing the minimum edit script that can include move node actions is known to be NP-hard [4].
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• an automated evaluation of the implementation performances on real data;
• a manual evaluation of the results of the algorithm through the manual assessment of 144 differencing scenarios;
• a large-scale automated evaluation of 12 792 differing scenarios showing that the results of our algorithm are more accurate than the related work, even on fine-grained ASTs.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents what is AST differencing. Section 3 describes our new AST differencing algorithm. Section 4 presents our tool that implement this new algorithm and its performances. Section 5 presents an empirical evaluation of our tool. Section 6 presents the related work. Finally, Section 7 concludes and presents the future work.

2. AST DIFFERENCING

Prior to presenting AST differencing, we briefly introduce the main concepts defining the AST structure. We consider that an AST is a labeled ordered rooted tree where nodes may have a string value. Labels of nodes correspond to the name of their production rule in the grammar, i.e., they encode the structure. Values of the nodes correspond to the actual tokens in the code.

More formally, let $T$ be an AST. $T$ is a set of nodes. A tree $T$ has one node that is root (denoted by $\text{root}(T)$). Each node $t \in T$ has a parent $p \in T \cup \emptyset$. The only node that has $\emptyset$ for parent is the root. The parent of a node is denoted by $\text{parent}(t)$. Each node $t \in T$ has a sequence of children ($\text{children}(t)$). Each node has a label in a alphabet $\Sigma$ ($\text{label}(t) = l$). Each node has a string value $v \in \text{String}$ that is possibly empty ($\text{value}(t) = v \lor \epsilon$).

As an example, we consider a simple JAVA source code and its corresponding AST (see the bottom-left of Figure 1). The AST of this JAVA source code contains 19 nodes that correspond to the structure of the JAVA programming language. Each node of the AST has therefore a label, which maps to structural elements of the source code (such as $\text{MethodDeclaration}$ or $\text{NumberLiteral}$), and a value that corresponds to the actual tokens in the code (such as $\text{NumberLiteral}$ associated to 1). Some values do not encode information and are therefore discarded, for instance $\text{MethodDeclaration}$ has no interesting token associated to it and thus no value.

ASTs can have different granularities, a node can encode a whole instruction or finer grain expressions. We believe than fine-grained ASTs are best for the developers. For instance the return "$\text{Foo}!"$; statement, can be encoded with a single node of type $\text{Statement}$ and value return "$\text{Foo}!"$, or with two nodes like in our example (see node b). If this statement is changed to return "$\text{Foo}! + i$;" only the fine-grained representation enables to see that the $\text{InfixExpression}:+$ and $\text{SimpleName}:i$ nodes are added.

AST differencing is based upon the concept of AST edit actions. It aims at computing a sequence of edit actions that transform an AST into another. This sequence is called an edit script. Regarding our definition of an AST, we consider the following edit actions:

- $\text{updateValue}(t, v_n)$ replaces the old value of $t$ by the new value $v_n$;
- $\text{add}(t, p, l, i, v)$ adds a new node $t$ in the AST. If $t_p$ is not null and $i$ is specified then $t$ is the $i^{\text{th}}$ child of $t_p$. Otherwise $t$ is the new root node and has the previous root node as its only child. Finally, $l$ is the label of $t$ and $v$ is the value of $t$.
- $\text{delete}(t)$ removes a leaf node of the AST.
- $\text{move}(t, p, i)$ moves a node $t$ and make it the $i^{\text{th}}$ child of $p$. Note that all children of $t$ are moved as well, therefore this actions moves a whole subtree.

As there are many possible edit scripts that perform the same transformation, the edit script quality depends on its length: the shorter the transformation, the better the quality. Note that finding the shortest transformation is NP-hard when the move action is taken into consideration.

We then consider in this paper that the AST differencing problem inputs two ASTs and aims at identifying a short edit script $\sigma$ of edit actions (including move) that transforms a first AST (named $t_1$) into a second one (name $t_2$). The existing algorithms that perform such an AST differencing use heuristics to return a short edit script $\sigma$. Moreover, they usually follow a two steps process. First, they establish mappings (pairs of nodes) between the similar nodes of the two ASTs. There are two constraints for these mappings: a given node can only belong to one mapping, and mappings involve two nodes with identical labels. Second, based on these mappings, they deduce the edit script that must be performed on the first AST to obtain the second one. The first step is the most crucial one because quadratic optimal algorithms exist for the second step [6, 15]. In the next section, we will present a new algorithm to compute mappings between two ASTs.

3. THE GUMTREE ALGORITHM

As explained in the previous section, AST differencing algorithms work in two steps: establishing mappings then deducing an edit script. Since an optimal and quadratic algorithm has already been developed for the second step [6], we only explain in this section how we look for the mappings between two ASTs. The output of this algorithm can be then used by the algorithm of Chawathe et al. [6] to compute the actual edit script. Our algorithm to compute the mappings between two ASTs is composed of two successive phases:

1. A greedy top-down algorithm to find isomorphic subtrees of decreasing height. Mappings are established between the nodes of these isomorphic subtrees. They are called anchors mappings.
2. A bottom-up algorithm where two nodes match (called a container mapping) if their descendants (children of the nodes, and their children, and so on) include a large number of common anchors. When two nodes matches, we finally apply an optimal algorithm to search for additional mappings (called recovery mappings) among their descendants.

This algorithm is inspired by the way developers manually look at changes between to files. First they search for the biggest unmodified pieces of code. Then they deduce which container of code can be mapped together. Finally they look at precise differences in what is leftover in each container. To better illustrate our algorithm, we introduce the example shown in Figure 1.
indexed priority list. This list contains a sequence of nodes, height in a tree. The height of a node.

1) for a leaf node $t$ with the roots (since they have the greatest heights) and to
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mappings) or alternate-dotted lines (recovery mappings). Unmatched nodes are greyed. Mappings from the bottom-up phase are depicted using short-dotted lines (container mappings) or alternate-dotted lines (recovery mappings). Unmatched nodes are greyed.

### 3.1 Top-down Phase

The first step of GumTree is a top-down greedy search of the greatest isomorphic subtrees between $T_1$ and $T_2$. Before explaining how we proceed, we introduce the notion of height in a tree. The height of a node $t \in T$ is defined as: 1) for a leaf node $t$, height($t$) = 1 and 2) for an internal node $t$, height($t$) = max{height($c$) | $c \in children(t)$} + 1.

The algorithm uses an auxiliary data structure called height-indexed priority list. This list contains a sequence of nodes, ordered by decreasing height. The following functions are associated with this data-structure. $push(t, l)$ inserts the node $t$ in the list $l$. $peekMax(l)$ returns the greatest height of the list. $pop(l)$ returns and removes from $l$ the set of all nodes of $l$ having a height equals to $peekMax(l)$. $open(t, l)$ inserts all the children of $t$ into $l$. We also define the dice function that measure the ratio of common descendants between two nodes given a set of mappings $M$ as $dice(t_1, t_2, M) = \frac{2 \times |\{c \in children(t_1) \cap children(t_2) \mid c \in M\}|}{|children(t_1)| + |children(t_2)|}$, with $s(t_i)$ being the set of the descendants of node $t_i$. The dice coefficient ranges in the $[0, 1]$ real interval, a value of 1 indicates that the set of descendants of $t_1$ is the same as the set of descendants of $t_2$. The algorithm of the top-down phase of GumTree is shown in Algorithm 1.

In this algorithm, we map the common subtrees of $T_1$ and $T_2$ with the greatest height possible. The principle is to start with the roots (since they have the greatest heights) and to check if they are isomorphic. If they are not, their children are then tested. A node is matched as soon as an isomorphic node is found in the other tree. When a given node can be matched to several nodes, all the potential mappings are kept in a dedicated candidate mappings list. This list is processed after all nodes that are uniquely matched have been processed; those nodes being directly placed into the mappings set. The algorithm considers only nodes with a height greater than $minHeight$. To process the candidate mappings, we use the dice function on the parents of each candidate mapping. The values of this function are used to sort the candidate mappings list, mappings with greater values being first. Then, until the candidate mappings list is empty, we remove the first element, add it in the mappings set, and we remove from the candidate mappings list the mappings involving a node of this mapping. On the sample trees of Figure 1 with a $minHeight = 2$, Algorithm 1 finds the mappings shown with dashed lines.

### 3.2 Bottom-up Phase

Algorithm 2 shows the bottom-up phase, where the mappings produced during the top-down phase are taken as input. First we look for container mappings, that are established when two nodes have a significant number of matching descendants. For each container mapping found, we look for recovery mappings, that are searched among the still unmatched descendants of the mapping’s nodes. To find the container mappings, the nodes of $T_1$ are processed in post-order. For each unmatched non-leaf node of $T_1$, we extract a list of candidate nodes from $T_2$. A node $c \in T_2$ is a candidate for $t_1$ if $label(t_1) = label(c)$, $c$ is unmatched, and $t_1$ and $c$ have some matching descendants. We then select the candidate $t_2 \in T_2$ with the greatest dice($t_1, t_2, M$) value. If
Algorithm 1: The algorithm of the top-down phase.

Data: A source tree $T_1$ and a destination tree $T_2$, a minimum height $minHeight$, two empty height-indexed priority lists $A_1$ and $L_2$, an empty list $A$ of candidate mappings, and an empty set of mappings $M$.

Result: The set of mappings $M$.

1. $push(root(T_1), A)$;
2. $push(root(T_2), L_2)$;
3. while $minHeight > minPeekMax(A_1)$ do
   4. if $minPeekMax(A_1) > minPeekMax(L_2)$ then
      5. foreach $t \in pop(t, L_1)$ do open($t$, $A_1$);
   6. else
      7. foreach $t \in pop(t, L_2)$ do open($t$, $L_2$);
   8. else
      9. $H_1 \leftarrow pop(A_1)$;
   10. $H_2 \leftarrow pop(L_2)$;
   11. foreach $(t_1, t_2) \in H_1 \times H_2$ do
      12. if isomorphic($t_1$, $t_2$) then
         13. if $\exists t_y \in T_2$ isomorphic($t_x$, $t_y$) and $t_x \neq t_2$ then
            14. add($A$, $(t_1, t_2)$);
         15. else
            16. add all pairs of isomorphic nodes of $s(t_1)$ and $s(t_2)$ to $M$;
      17. $H_1 \leftarrow pop(A_1)$;
      18. $H_2 \leftarrow pop(L_2)$;
   19. $sort((t_1, t_2) \in A$ using $dice(parent(t_1), parent(t_2), M)$;
   20. while size($A$) > 0 do
      21. $(t_1, t_2) \leftarrow remove(A, 0)$;
      22. add all pairs of isomorphic nodes of $s(t_1)$ and $s(t_2)$ to $M$;
   23. $A \leftarrow A - \{(t_1, t_2) \in A\}$;
   24. $M \leftarrow M - \{(t_1, t_2) \in A\}$;

We recommend the following values for the three thresholds of our algorithm. We recommend $minHeight = 2$ to avoid single identifiers to match everywhere. $maxSize$ is used in the recovery part of Algorithm 2 that can trigger a cubic algorithm. To avoid long computation times we recommend to use $maxSize = 100$. Finally under 50% of common nodes, two container nodes are probably different. Therefore we recommend using $minDice = 0.5$.

### 3.3 Complexity Analysis

Our algorithm has a worst-case complexity of $O(n^2)$ where $n = max(|T_1|, |T_2|)$. Indeed, Algorithm 1 performs in the worst-case a Cartesian product of nodes with identical heights. Since the isomorphism test we use is in $O(1)$ thanks to hashcodes proposed in [7], the whole algorithm is $O(n^2)$. Moreover with real ASTs this worst-case is very unlikely to happen. Algorithm 2 also performs a Cartesian product of unmatched nodes in the worst-case. This operations is also $O(n^2)$ because all sub-operations are bounded, even the cubic algorithm opt which is only applied on trees smaller than a fixed size. Finally the algorithm that computes the edit script from the mappings, described in [6], also has a $O(n^2)$ worst-case complexity.

### 4. TOOL

The tool described in the previous section has been implemented in a freely-available and extensible tool. AST differencing requires parsers (that produce the AST representation) to support a given programming language. This is clearly a constraint, since new languages do not work out of the box. Another interesting challenge faced by such a tool is that it is used by different actors with different expectations, such as a developer that wants a neat graphical display of the edit script to quickly understand it, or a researcher that wants the results in a structured format that can be processed automatically. In this section we present our AST differencing tool, that allows to integrate new programming languages, differencing algorithms and ways of providing results.

#### 4.1 Architecture

Our tool uses a pipe and filter architecture shown in Figure 2. Two input files are transformed into two ASTs by a parser. Since parser is an abstract module, several concrete

Algorithm 2: The algorithm of the bottom-up phase.

Data: Two trees $T_1$ and $T_2$, a set $M$ of mappings (resulting from the top-down phase), a threshold $minDice$ and a maximum tree size $maxSize$.

Result: The set of mappings $M$.

1. foreach $t_i \in T_1 | t_i$ is not matched and $t_i$ has matched children, in post-order do
   2. $t_2 \leftarrow candidate(t_i, M)$;
   3. if $t_2 \neq null$ and $dice(t_2, t_2, M) > minDice$ then
      4. $M \leftarrow M \cup \{(t_1, t_2)\}$;
      5. if $max(|s(t_i)|, |s(t_2)|) < maxSize$ then
         6. $M \leftarrow opt(t_1, t_2)$;
         7. foreach $(t_a, t_b) \in R$ do
            8. if $t_a, t_b$ not already mapped and $label(t_a) = label(t_b)$ then
               9. $M \leftarrow M \cup \{(t_a, t_b)\}$;
We have also integrated the GumTree XML, JSON, ...). Note that all the data structures are given (XYDiff) and Java (using the Eclipse JDT parser), 4.2 Runtime Performances parsed from two versions of a source code file. We have
tion, our tool applies the differencing algorithm on ASTs of our tool on real data. As explained in the previous sec-
of an edit script. The input files, ASTs, mappings, and edit script are finally given to an abstract output module. Since this module is abstract, several outputs can be provided (e.g., XML, JSON, ...). Note that all the data structures are given to the output module; it can therefore operate on any of them (for instance it can produce the XML of an AST or of an edit script).

Using this architecture, we have been able to integrate the Java (using the Eclipse JDT parser), JavaScript (using the Mozilla Rhino parser), R (using the FastR parser [17]) and C (using the Coccinelle parser [26]) programming languages. We have also integrated the GumTree, ChangeDistiller [13], XYDiff [8] and RTED [27] algorithms. Finally we can produce the following outputs: a graphviz representation of an AST, a XML representation of an AST, a web-based view of an edit script (shown in Figure 3), and a XML representation of an edit script.

4.2 Runtime Performances

In this section, we want to assess the runtime performances of our tool on real data. As explained in the previous section, our tool applies the differencing algorithm on ASTs parsed from two versions of a source code file. We have

```java
Test.java (source)

public class Test {
    public String foo(int i) {
        if (i == 0) return "Fool!";
    }
}

Test.java (destination)

public class Test {
    private String foo(int i) {
        if (i == 0) return "Bar";
        else if (i == -1) return "Poo!";
    }
}
```

Figure 3: The web-based diff view of our tool.

We only compare GumTree to text diff and RTED because we have re-implemented the other algorithms included in our tool by following the description of the articles, but with no particular care for optimization. Therefore, reporting memory consumption or running times for these algorithms would not be fair.

For the memory consumption, we ensure that the tools run using 4Gb of RAM, a common amount of memory in modern computers. To that extent, we use a JAVA virtual machine bound to 4Gb of RAM. We run each tool on each modification, and count the number of modifications leading to an out of memory error. In this experiment the only tool that underwent out of memory errors is RTED with 82 errors.

integrated several parsers into our tools. We use the JAVA and JAVA script parsers in this section.

To gather representative data to assess our tool, we selected arbitrarily two mature, popular and medium-to-large sized projects. For the JAVA language, we use Jenkins (a continuous integration server) and for JAVA script we use JQuery (a DOM manipulation library). We arbitrarily selected a complete release of each project, and extracted each file modification performed in the commits corresponding to this release. In Jenkins, we use the release 1.509.4 → 1.532.2 where we extracted 1144 modifications. In JQuery, we use the revision 1.8.0 → 1.9.0 where we extracted 650 modifications. Each modification consists in a pair of files (previous version and next version). They have been extracted thanks to the Harmony platform [12].

In this performance study, we want to assess two important aspects: running time and memory consumption. We use a MacBook Pro retina with a 2.7GHz Intel Core i7 with 16 Gb of RAM. To have reference measures, we use three other tools in addition to our tool. The complete list of tools we use is:

- A classical text diff tool, that computes an edit script with add and delete actions on text lines. As explained in Section 6, this tool is very fast and therefore represents the lower bound for a code differencing algorithm. In our experiment, we use the Google implementation.
- The parser included in GumTree which only parse the two files involved in the modification without applying AST differencing algorithms. As parsing the files is mandatory to perform AST differencing, it represents the lower bound for an AST differencing algorithm. In our experiment, we use Eclipse JDT parser to parse JAVA files, and Mozilla Rhino parser to parse JAVA script files.
- The RTED algorithm (including parsing), with the following thresholds: minHeight = 2, minDice = 0.5 and maxHeight = 100.
- The RTED algorithm (including parsing), that computes an edit script on an AST with add, update and delete actions. As explained in Section 6, RTED has a cubic worst-case complexity (n^3). Therefore it represents an upper bound for AST differencing. In our experiment we use the implementation provided by Pawlik et al., in our framework.

We only compare GumTree to text diff and RTED because we have re-implemented the other algorithms included in our tool by following the description of the articles, but with no particular care for optimization. Therefore, reporting memory consumption or running times for these algorithms would not be fair.

For the memory consumption, we ensure that the tools can run using 4Gb of RAM, a common amount of memory in modern computers. To that extent, we use a JAVA virtual machine bound to 4Gb of memory. We run each tool on each modification, and count the number of modifications leading to an out of memory error. In this experiment the only tool that underwent out of memory errors is RTED with 82 errors.
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(around 5% of the modifications). Even though this number is not so high, it still shows that the complexity of RTED lead to a very expensive memory consumption in some cases.

For the running time we perform two experiments. In the first experiment, we investigate if the tools are capable of computing an edit script of a modification in less than 10 seconds. After 10 seconds, we believe that the tools will not be used interactively by developers. To that extent, we run each tool on each modification and count the number of cases where the execution lasted more than 10 seconds. In this experiment, only RTED underwent such cases, 206 times (around 12% of the cases with no out of memory error). Therefore, on our data, RTED is not capable of computing an edit script for around 17% of the cases, which is a large number of cases. It clearly shows that the complexity of this algorithm is not suitable to real data.

In the second experiment, we compare the running times of the tools. To compute the running times, we compute the edit scripts ten times for each modification, and we retain the median of these values. To avoid noise in the measures, we ensure that the JAVA virtual machine is hot by running each algorithm a hundred times on a random modification, i.e., that no more dynamic loading is involved and that the JIT compiler has compiled and installed the code corresponding to hot-spots. We also pre-load all files involved in the modifications to avoid IO latencies. To be able to compare the tools on the same dataset, we discarded all the modifications that led to a out of memory error or an execution timeout (execution lasting more than 10 seconds) for at least one tool. To present the values, we use the running time of text diff as a reference value, since it is the faster existing tool. Therefore for each modification, we divide the running time of Parsing, GumTree and RTED tools by the running time of the text diff tool. This ratio represent the number of times that the tool is slower than performing a text differencing. We then present the boxplots of the distributions of these resulting ratios.

Figure 4 shows the results of the second experiment. The first interesting conclusion is that just parsing the files is significantly longer than performing a text differencing: the median of parsing time ratios is 10. Additionally, we see that computing an edit script with GumTree is only slightly slower than just parsing the files (median at 18 for Jenkins and 30 for JQuery). The difference between Jenkins and JQuery medians indicates that JavaScript ASTs are likely to contain more nodes than Java ASTs. Finally we see that RTED is significantly slower than just parsing the files (median at 298 for Jenkins and 2 654 for JQuery). The difference between the two medians is also observed for the RTED tool.

As a conclusion, we clearly see that text diff tool is by far the fastest. However, performing AST differencing with GumTree induces only a small overhead over parsing the files. It means that our algorithm is fast and can therefore be applied on real data. The mean running times of GumTree are 20 milliseconds on Jenkins and 74 milliseconds on JQuery. Our experiments also confirm that using RTED on real data induces a huge overhead compared to text diff.

5. Evaluation

We now present the empirical evaluation of GumTree. Our goal is to answer the following research questions: RQ1) Does GumTree produce tree differences that are correct and better than Unix diff (5.1)? RQ2) Does GumTree maximize the number of mappings and minimize the edit script size compared to the existing algorithms (5.2)? RQ3) Does GumTree detect move operations better than ChangeDistiller (5.3)? We discuss the threats to the validity of our results in 5.4.

5.1 Manual Evaluation

First, we consider the viewpoint of the developer. For her, what matters is that the computed edit script is good enough to understand the essence of a commit. In this perspective, we have developed an experiment that has two main goals: 1. to evaluate the correctness of GumTree, and 2. to compare GumTree against text line-based differencing.

5.1.1 Overview

The experiment consists in the manual evaluation of file differences, i.e. on the manual assessment of a file pair difference (the difference between the version before and the version after the commit). These file differences are computed using two techniques: GumTree and a state of the art text differencing tool\textsuperscript{5}. We will refer to the text differencing tool as diff, and to GumTree as GT. For each file pair of a dataset, the outputs from both approaches are given to a human evaluator. He/she compares both outputs and then answers to the following questions: Is the GumTree output correct? and Which technique yield the most understandable differencing information: GumTree or diff?\textsuperscript{6}

For example, the revision 1.15 of the class ARecord of the DNSJava project\textsuperscript{7} introduces a new parameter (int index) in the method called rrToWire. The diff output is a source code hunk pair: the left hunk is composed of the line cor-

\textsuperscript{5}mergely.com
\textsuperscript{6}sf.net/projects/dnsjava
responding of the previous method signature—the entire line—from the revision 1.14. The right hunk corresponds to the updated method signature from revision 1.15. The GumTree output states that there are one new parameter type and one new parameter name. In this case, the evaluator may decide that GumTree more precisely localizes and describes the change introduced by the revision 1.15 compared to Unix diff.

5.1.2 Experiment Setup

A commit is composed of a set of modified files. After a commit, each modified file is said to have a new Revision. In our experiment, each file pair corresponds to consecutive file revisions. We used stratified sampling to randomly select revisions from the software history of 16 open source projects (from [23]). We only consider revisions with few source code changes (those revisions for which the ChangeDistiller differencing algorithm states that there is only one single source code change). We pick 10 items (file pairs) per project (if 10 simple revisions are found otherwise less). In total, the dataset contains 144 transactions.

Then, we create an evaluation item for each pair of files of the evaluation dataset. An evaluation item contains: the GumTree output between the revision pair of the transaction, the diff output between the same pair, and the commit message associated with the transaction.

The diff output shows two files (i.e. called left and right) and highlights the changes made per line. In particular, it highlights the lines deleted from the left file, the lines added from right file. Note that we have configured diff to discard whitespaces. The GumTree output (shown in Figure 1) highlights the added, deleted, updated and moved AST nodes. The commit message describes the intention of the change, it sometimes help to meaningfully assess the relevance of both differencing algorithms.

The 144 evaluation items were independently evaluated by three authors of this paper called the raters. All 3 raters evaluated all the edit scripts of 144 file pairs at the AST and line level (i.e. 288 outputs). This makes a total of $3 \times 2 \times 144 = 864$ ratings. The rater has to answer to the following questions:

- **Question #1:** Does GumTree do a good job?
  The possible answers are:
  1. GumTree does a good job: it helps to understand the change.
  2. GumTree does a bad job.

- **Question #2:** Is GumTree better than diff?
  The possible answers are:
  1. GumTree is better.
  2. diff is better.
  3. GumTree is equivalent to diff.

Optionally, the rater could write a comment to explain his decision. Those comments are used to identify buggy or corner cases where GumTree could be improved.

### Table 1: Agreements of the manual inspection of the 144 transactions by three raters for Question #1 (top) and Question #2 (bottom).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Agreement Level</th>
<th>Full (3/3)</th>
<th>Majority (2/3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1</td>
<td>GT does good job</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GT does not good job</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2</td>
<td>GT better</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diff better</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Equivalent</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.1.3 Experiment Result

Table 1 (top) presents the number of agreements for the first question. Let us consider question #1, the three raters fully agreed for 122/144 (84.7%) file pairs to say that GumTree does a good job in explaining the change. If we consider the majority (at least 2/3 agree), it has been assessed that GumTree has a good output for 137/144 file pairs (95.1%).

Table 1 (bottom) presents the number of agreements for the second question. In 28/144 (19.4%) evaluation items, there was a full agreement to say that GumTree better highlights the changes between two files. In 45/144 (31%) items the raters fully agreed the GumTree’s output is as good as the one of diff to explain the change. This shows that intuitively, GumTree is a tool that has added value compared to diff. Beyond those raw numbers let us now measure the statistical level of agreement.

5.1.4 Statistics

Let us assume that $p_i$ measures the degree of agreement for a single item (in our case in $\{\frac{1}{3}, \frac{2}{3}, 1\}$). The overall agreement $\bar{P}$ [9] is the average over $p_i$ where in $i \in \{1, \ldots, 144\}$. The coefficient $\kappa$ (Kappa) [9, 16] measures the confidence in the agreement level by removing the chance factor$^7$.

1. For Question #1:
   We have $\bar{P} = 0.905$. Using the scale introduced by [18], this value means there is an almost perfect agreement. The $\kappa$ degree of agreement in our study is 0.321, a value distant from the critical value, that is 0. The null hypothesis is rejected, the observed agreement was not due to chance.

2. For Question #2:
   We have $\bar{P} = 0.674$. Using the mentioned scale, this value means there is a substantial overall agreement between the rates. The $\kappa$ degree of agreement in our study is 0.426, far higher than the critical value. The null hypothesis is rejected, the observed agreement was not due to chance.

5.1.5 Conclusion

The manual rating of 144 revisions by 3 independent raters shows that 1) GumTree can be used to compare two Java files in order to understand the essence of the change and 2) its output is sometimes more understandable than the one from diff. There is a statistically significant level of agreement between raters for both results.

$^7$Some degree of agreement is expected when the ratings are purely random [9, 16].
5.2 Automatic Evaluation

We are now confident that GumTree is good from the viewpoint of a human developer. We now assess whether GumTree maximizes the number of mappings and minimizes the edit script. Compared to the previous manual evaluation, this evaluation is fully automatic. Consequently, it can be performed on a large scale.

5.2.1 Goal and measures

The goal of this experiment is to measure the performance of tree differencing algorithms with respect to:

1. the number of mappings;
2. the edit script size;
3. the number of mismatches;
4. the number of inner nodes.

We compare GumTree against the two major differencing algorithms (as of today): ChangeDistiller [13] and RTED [27]. Other algorithms exist but they have less impact compared to those two (in terms of publication visibility or citations). For a description of ChangeDistiller and RTED, please refer to Section 6.

As explained in Section 6, ChangeDistiller uses a simplified ASTs where the leaf nodes are code statements. Therefore, we compute the metrics for both simplified ASTs (as described in [13]) and raw ASTs generated by the Eclipse JDT parser. In the remainder of the section these granularities are called respectively CDG (ChangeDistiller granularity) and JDTG (Eclipse JDT granularity). Our motivation is to compare GumTree and ChangeDistiller algorithms, even on CDG ASTs: it would have been unfair to claim anything on ASTs that would be different from those for which ChangeDistiller is designed and optimized. Since the goal of GumTree is to work on fine-grained ASTs, we evaluate the performance metrics on this granularity as well. Finally for the sake of comparison, we also evaluate RTED on fine grain AST, since that is the granularity GumTree is designed for.

5.2.2 Procedure

The experiment consists in comparing source code file pairs using several AST differencing algorithms. We take a sample of 1000 revision pairs from 16 JAVA open source projects of the CVS-Vintage dataset [23]. For revision pairs, we create 4 tree representations (before and after the commit and for both kinds of ASTs we consider). Then, we run the competing tree differencing algorithms for each pair of ASTs. Finally, we measure the execution time, we count ASTs where the leaf nodes are code statements. Therefore, we measure the execution time, we count ASTs where the leaf nodes are code statements.

ChangeDistiller would be different from those for which we create 4 tree representations (before and after the commit we also evaluate ChangeDistiller). Then, we run several AST differencing algorithms on a large scale.

In the remainder of the section these granularities are called respectively CDG (ChangeDistiller granularity) and JDTG (Eclipse JDT granularity). Our motivation is to compare GumTree and ChangeDistiller algorithms, even on CDG ASTs: it would have been unfair to claim anything on ASTs that would be different from those for which ChangeDistiller is designed and optimized. Since the goal of GumTree is to work on fine-grained ASTs, we evaluate the performance metrics on this granularity as well. Finally for the sake of comparison, we also evaluate RTED on fine grain AST, since that is the granularity GumTree is designed for.

5.2.3 Experiment Result

The results are presented in Table 2. The upper part of the table presents the performance comparison of ChangeDistiller and GumTree at CDG granularity; while the middle part shows them at the JDTG granularity (finer grain, more AST nodes). Finally the lower part compares GumTree and RTED differencing algorithms at the JDTG granularity. Each cell of these tables presents the number of cases where an approach is better than the other for a given AST granularity and measure. We now analyze the experimental results by metric.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CDG</th>
<th>Mappings</th>
<th>GT better</th>
<th>CD better</th>
<th>Equiv.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ES size</td>
<td>4007 (31.32%)</td>
<td>542 (4.24%)</td>
<td>8243 (64.44%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDG</td>
<td>Mappings</td>
<td>GT better</td>
<td>CD better</td>
<td>Equiv.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES size</td>
<td>4938 (38.6%)</td>
<td>412 (3.22%)</td>
<td>7442 (58.18%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JDTG</td>
<td>Mappings</td>
<td>GT better</td>
<td>RTED better</td>
<td>Equiv.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES size</td>
<td>8378 (65.49%)</td>
<td>203 (1.59%)</td>
<td>4211 (32.92%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Number of cases where GumTree is better (resp. worse and equivalent) than ChangeDistiller (top, middle) and RTED (bottom) for 2 metrics, number of mappings and edit script size (ES size), at the CDG granularity (top) and JDTG granularity (middle, bottom).

Mappings.

As explained in Section 2, finding the mappings is the most important step in an AST differencing algorithm. Finding more mappings increases the odds of deducing a short edit script. Considering the CDG granularity, in 4007 (31.32%) cases, GumTree matches more nodes than ChangeDistiller. Then, in 8243 cases (64.44%) both approaches find the same number of mappings. At the JDTG granularity (finer grain), in 8378 (65.49%) cases, GumTree matches more nodes than ChangeDistiller. In 4211 cases (32.92%) the number of mappings is the same. At both granularities, GumTree matches more nodes than ChangeDistiller.

When comparing GT against RTED, in most of the cases 8752, (68.42%) the same number of mappings is found. However, GumTree finds more mappings, which is twice many better than the opposite 2806 (21.94%) vs 1234 (9.65%).

Edit Script Size.

Once the mappings are found, an edit script is computed. The length of the edit script is a proxy to the cognitive load for a developer to understand the essence of a commit. Hence, the goal is to minimize the size of edit scripts. Considering the CDG granularity, the size of edit scripts of GT and ChangeDistiller are the same in 7442 cases (58.18%). In 4938 (38.6%) cases, the edit script from ChangeDistiller is longer than the one of GumTree (i.e. GumTree is generally better). For the JDTG granularity, it is the same, ChangeDistiller often produces bigger scripts: in 10358 (80.97%) cases (versus 175 cases (1.37%), where it performs better than GumTree).

The comparison between GT and RTED shows in most of the cases (59.25%) the edit script size is the same, and in 23.6% of the cases GT produces shorter edit script than RTED.

According to our dataset, GumTree systematically produces shorter edit scripts, which is better to understand the meaning of a commit.
5.3 Analysis of Move Actions

Both GumTree and ChangeDistiller are able detect move node actions. This section presents an analysis of move actions found by the GumTree and ChangeDistiller matching algorithms. The goal of this experiment is to check how these algorithms detect move actions.

The evaluation metric can not be an absolute number of move detected operations. The reason is twofold. On the one hand, one wants to minimize the number of moves (instead of having additions and deletions). On the other hand, one wants to maximize the number of spurious detected move actions that have nothing to do with the conceptual change.

Consequently, we need a more subtle evaluation scenario. We propose to compare the number of moves by stratifying over the results of both algorithms. For instance, if ChangeDistiller is able to completely explain a commit with only move actions, GumTree should also find an edit script that is uniquely composed of moves. In this case, one can reasonable think that the edit script with the smallest number of moves is the best. So we compare the results for a number of different sub cases.

5.3.1 Procedure

We analyze move actions from the differencing of Java files pairs of the dataset introduced in Section 5.2. We focus on move actions from edit scripts produced by ChangeDistiller (CD) and GumTree (GT). In this experiment we do not consider RTED because this algorithm does not identify move actions. We select those Java file pairs for which the edit script from ChangeDistiller or GumTree is only composed of move actions. From the initial dataset of 12,792 file pairs, this results in 130 elements.

Then, to compare the edit scripts, we classify each pair of edit script (ChangeDistiller versus GumTree) in the following categories.

1. ChangeDistiller and GumTree produce only moves. Both have the same number of actions, i.e. they are equivalent (top-left).
2. ChangeDistiller and GumTree produce only moves, but in different numbers (top-left).
   (a) GumTree with more moves.
   (b) ChangeDistiller with more moves.
3. ChangeDistiller produce only move actions, and GumTree other actions which can include moves (top-right).
4. GumTree produce only move actions, and ChangeDistiller other actions (bottom-left).

The analysis of the number of items in each category enables us to settle the question of the effectiveness of the detection of move actions.

5.3.2 Experiment Result

The results are presented in Table 3. There are 77 comparisons for which both matching algorithms produce only move actions, 58 out of these 77 cases correspond to the case 1 where both algorithms exactly produce the same edit script (same number of moves). Then, there are 18 instances where ChangeDistiller has more move actions (case 2-b). It remains one case where GumTree produce more moves (case 2-a). This shows that GumTree edit scripts are more concise to describe move actions than the ones of ChangeDistiller.

Moreover, there are 52 differencing scenarios where GumTree produces only move actions while ChangeDistiller produces other kinds of actions (case 4). In these cases ChangeDistiller has other actions (e.g. one node addition and one node deletion) in addition to a move. This means that GumTree is more precise to represent changes involving move actions. To sum up, according to our dataset, GumTree is better than ChangeDistiller at detecting move actions; it is both more concise and more precise.

5.4 Threats to Validity

We now discuss the threats to the validity of our evaluation set up. We first discuss those that are specific to a research question and then the generic ones.

For the manual analysis, the main threat to validity is that the raters are also authors of this paper. To reassure the reader, the evaluation dataset is made publicly available\(^8\).

For the comparative analysis of the number of mappings and move operations between different tools, the main threat is a potential bug in our implementation. In particular, we have re-implemented ChangeDistiller because the original implementation needs an Eclipse stack. Our new implementation may not reflect all specific implementation decisions of the original implementation or even introduce new bugs. For sake of future analysis and replication, our implementation of the competitors is in the same repository as GumTree. We also note that we have experimented with the original ChangeDistiller in several experiments (for instance [20]) and have confidence that our implementation reflects the original one.

Our experiments only consider edit scripts of Java files. This is a threat to the external validity. Despite unlikely (our algorithm is independent of any Java specificity), we can not conclude on whether GumTree performs so well on other programming languages.

Finally the three thresholds of GumTree have been fixed to the following values: \(minHeight = 2\), \(maxSize = 100\) and \(minDice = 0.5\). These values have been chosen according to our expertise. However, other values could perform differently. More experiments are needed to evaluate their impact on the runtime efficiency and the algorithm results.

\(\text{CD only move op} \quad 77 \quad 1\)
\(\text{CD other op} \quad 52 \quad 12662\)

Table 3: Comparison of the number of move operations from GumTree and ChangeDistiller for 12 792 file pairs to be compared.

6. RELATED WORK

In this section we present the related work on code differencing, from text to graph granularity.

\(\text{Text Differencing.}\)

Computing differences between two versions of a source file is most commonly performed at the text line granularity [24, 22]. Within this granularity, the edit actions are insertion,
deletion or update of a text line. The more advanced algorithms are even capable of detecting moved lines [29, 5, 3]. The algorithms using this granularity are usually very fast and completely language independent, compared to our approach which requires a parser that slows down the whole process. The main issue with these algorithms is that they cannot compute fine-grained differences. Indeed in many languages (such as JavaScript or even Java) a text line can contain many programming constructs. Additionally the output of these algorithms is very difficult to process automatically since it composed of source code lines that might not be parsed, since they might be incomplete. It is therefore difficult to extract automatically the syntactic modifications using these approaches.

**Tree and AST Differencing.**

The tree differencing problem has been largely investigated when considering only the add node, delete node and update node actions [4]. For this problem, many optimal algorithms have are described in the literature. The fastest algorithms of this family [27] run in \(O(n^3)\), which can result in significantly long edit script computation time for large source code files. The other issue faced by these algorithms is their inability to uncover moved nodes, which is a frequent action in source code files. It results in unnecessarily big edit scripts which are hard to understand.

When considering move node actions, the problem of finding the shortest edit script between two trees becomes NP-hard. However, several algorithms from the document engineering or software engineering research fields that use practical heuristics exists in the literature. One of the most famous is the algorithm of Chawathe et al. [6] that computes edit scripts (containing move actions) on trees representing LaTeX files. Unfortunately, this algorithm has constraints (acyclic labels and leaf nodes containing a lot of text) that do not apply to fine grained ASTs of general purpose programming languages. Several algorithms have also been designed specifically for XML documents [8, 1]. Unlike the algorithm of Chawathe et al., they do not have any particular constraint. However these algorithms put a particular emphasis on the edit script computation time because they are mostly used for automatic on-the-fly compression. Regarding our objective, the most important thing is to compute an edit script that reflects well the developer intent, computation time is only secondary. GumTree is inspired from the algorithm of Cohen et al. [8], because we apply a very similar first phase. The major difference is that they are not interested in having fine-grained differences since the differencing is computed only for compression purpose. Our algorithm is much more accurate since it also performs a second phase that increase the number of mappings found, and therefore produces shortest edit scripts at the expense of the running time.

The most famous algorithm that works on ASTs is ChangeDistiller [13]. It is largely inspired by the one of Chawathe et al. but tuned to work better on ASTs. However, this algorithm is still based on the assumption that leaf nodes contain a significant amount of text. Therefore, the authors use simplified ASTs where the leaves are in fact code statements, rather than raw ASTs. Therefore ChangeDistiller will not compute fine-grained edit scripts on languages that can have a lot of elements in statements (such as JavaScript). The Diff/TS algorithm [15] is able to work on raw ASTs. The automatic experiment performed in the orginal article shows that it produces efficiently short edit scripts. However the results of this algorithm have not been validated by humans. The VDiff algorithm [10] generates edit scripts from Verilog HDL files. It is slightly similar to the first phase of GumTree, but it uses also the lexical similarity of the code. However, the generated edit scripts are specific to the VHDL language. Finally the JSync [25] algorithm is also able to compute edit scripts that include move actions. However it relies on a classical text differencing algorithm applied on the unparsed ASTs as first step. It therefore limits its ability to find moved nodes. Additionally, it is focused on producing information on clones rather than edit scripts.

**Graph Differencing and Origin Analysis.**

There are several algorithms that go beyond the AST structure and compute edit scripts on graphs representing the source code [28, 31, 2, 11]. Although these algorithms can uncover semantic differences, they are significantly harder to use in practice. Mainly because they require much more semantic information (such as the source code (such as program dependency graphs, class models, meta-models or control-flow graphs)) which is very hard if not impossible to obtain in many languages (such as JavaScript or C), or when considering only program fragments (e.g., plug-ins).

Finally there are also many algorithms that perform the so-called origin analysis (e.g., [14, 30]). These algorithms output the matching program elements between two versions. They usually use lexical as well as structural similarities between the elements. However they only consider a few kind of program elements (usually class, functions and attributes) and do not output edit scripts.

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this article, we present a novel algorithm that computes fine-grained edit scripts on ASTs, including move node actions. Our algorithm is implemented in a freely-available and extensible tool. We have evaluated the running time and memory consumption of our tool, and shown that it is reasonable on real data and can be used on a daily basis. We also have performed an empirical evaluation of the results of our tool. This evaluation shows that the results of our algorithm are good, and often more comprehensible than the result of a classical text diff.

As future work, we plan to extend our tool to extract modifications that are performed across files. We also plan to introduce new algorithms that can automatically process an edit script of GumTree to produce higher-order edit scripts (for instance to identify refactoring). Finally as the bottleneck of this approach is the parsing, we consider moving to more fuzzy parsers, in order to accept not well formed file and reduce the parsing time.
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